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values very much more. No statesman in Europe had ever before
dreamed of raising by extra taxation, in one year and during
peace, so enormous an extra sum as this then seemed. Lloyd
George's 1909 budget, which convulsed British politics and
society, was only for an addition of about £15 millions. It looks
plain in retrospect (though confused for contemporaries by
smoke-screens) that if such a supreme sacrifice were imposed for
war-making, the war would have to be made, since it could not
possibly be imposed twice. And the decision shows all the
starker against tie background of the conciliatory and reassuring
treatment which Germany and her Ally were experiencing at
this very time from Grey in the London Conference.
Who made the decision at Berlin? The general staff.1 How
far they carried with them, save for immediate steps, the Kaiser
or the civil authorities, we need not inquire, beyond noting that
everything material done by the latter fitted into the military
plan. For what date was the war designed? There are reasons
for thinking that from the inception the date worked towards
was the beginning of August 1914. Early August was well recog-
nized as the proper (almost the obligatory) season to choose for
launching a war, because it was that at which the German army
had most fully digested its conscripts, and had a maximum
strength of trained men.2 It was arranged that the war levy
should be collected by instalments, to be spent at once as they
came in;3 and the last was to be in before midsummer 1914, so
that by August of that year the army would be completely
equipped. The widening of the Kiel Canal, for lack of which
Germany's dreadnoughts were still unable to use that route be-
tween the North Sea and the Baltic, was to be completed just in
time for the same date. An extra argument for that date was
early supplied by the French. In answer to Germany's increase
of her peace-time effectives they could not, like her, conscribe a
margin of hitherto exempted fit men, because they had none.
Instead, they lengthened the period of each conscript's service
from two years to three. This was calculated to make them much
1 For a fuller discussion of the relation at this time of the rival German authorities,
see Appendix C, section 2.
a It also allowed sufficient time to deal with Russia before the winter, after crush-
ing France, under the Schlieffen time-table, in six weeks.
3 Which incidentally facilitated payment, as big steel or munition firms could
pay in a large cheque to the levy, and receive it back the same day in payment
for war material.

